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This is my main point



This is my main point 
with some 
background candy



This is my main point.
Sometimes I have a secondary point 
I need to make.



Sometimes the 
photo is vertical

CC by SA 4.0, Jeff Elder



Sometimes 
you want a 
colorful 
b’ground.

CC by SA 4.0, Zachary McCune



Talking about 
Wikipedia

Doesn’t change the fact that this presentation is 

being given by someone associated with the 

Wikimedia Foundation. So the logo below stays.



What if I wanted a Wikipedia 
branded deck?

Then you put a Wikipedia logo where the Wikimedia logo used to be. But it’s either one or the other. 



Maybe there’s a table
HEADERS IN CAPS IN 10 PT TYPE DARKER BACKGROUND OK

Freedom 45 34 67

Justice 34 11 63

Liberty 55 87 12

Openness 78 33 96

Hope 0 56 11



Table on white
HEADERS IN CAPS IN 10 PT TYPE DARKER BACKGROUND OK

Freedom 45 34 67

Justice 34 11 63

Liberty 55 87 12

Openness 78 33 96

Hope 0 56 11



Sometimes 
there’s a list

● Freedom
● Justice
● Liberty
● Absolution
● Redemption
● Nachos



Sometimes there is text. Not 
a lot.
Wikipedia is the largest collection of free, collaborative knowledge in human history. Millions of people 

from around the world have written and added to Wikipedia since it was created in 2001: anyone can edit 

it, at any time. Wikipedia contains more than 35 million volunteer-authored articles in more than 290 

languages.



Sometimes 2 columns.

Wikipedia is the largest collection of free, 

collaborative knowledge in human history. 

Millions of people from around the world have 

written and added to Wikipedia since it was 

created in 2001: anyone can edit it, at any time. 

Wikipedia is the largest collection of free, 

collaborative knowledge in human history. 

Millions of people from around the world have 

written and added to Wikipedia since it was 

created in 2001: anyone can edit it, at any time. 



Icons 



Icons 



Logos 

View on Commons.View on Commons.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Wikimedia_Education_horizontal.svg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Wikimedia_Education.svg


Thank you!



Thank you!



Thank you!


